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PRS SCOPING STUDY 1: SCALING LAW ESTIMATES FOR K-SHELL

RADIATION YIELDS ON JUPITER-CLASS GENERATORS

1. Introduction

For over a decade the Defense Nuclear Agency has supported pulsed power generator

development as a power source for certain aspects of above ground radiation effects testing.

Generators such as BLACKJACK 5. DOUBLE EAGLE, SATURN, and PHOENIX transfer energy

initially stored in a Marx bank through a water line to a front end. For cool and warm photon

production (0- 15 keV) the front end of the machine incorporates a z-pinch load. In a z pinch the

plasma formed out of a wire array or gas puff is accelerated inward by the surounding magnetic

pressure arising from the axial current and produces a plasma radiation source (PRS) at implosion.

SATURN, the largest working generator, develops up to .'10 MA of load current, implodes the

plasma with '.200 kJ of kinetic energy, and produces -75 kJ of aluminum K-shell emission. This

emission primarily consists of radiation above 1.6 keV from bound-bound and free-bound atomic

transitions of hydrogen- and helium-like ionization stages of aluminum. Although the DECADE

generator ud construction will reach 15- 20 MA peak load current and deliver almost 1.5 MJ of

plasma kinetic energy, this is probably insufficient to strongly ignite K-shell krypton with emission

in the > 13 keV range. With the cessation of Indergrud testing the goal of the next generation

of pulse power ddvers is toproduce mega-joules of radiation in the 0- 15 keY range, and several

hundred kilo-joules at 30 keY. To achieve this, far larger currents and kinetic energies are needed
to heat plasma with atomic numbers >36 into their K-shell stage. Concept studies are under way

for the JUPITER generator which is envisioned to reach -,60 MA and deliver - 15 M1 of kinetic

energy. At present it is unclear whether these ambitious current and kinetic energy objectives will

convert into the radiation yields required to meet the projected test requiremets. Hence a scoping

study for PRS yields on JUPiTER-class generators has been undertaken within the Plasma Physics
Division at the Naval Research Laboratory. This paper is one of several reporting on the scoping

study for estimated radiation yields. Since the current and energy parameters of JUPITER will
be so much larger than present day machines, the scoping study is necessarily an extrapolation of

theoretical and computer simulation analyses which have been benchmarked to existing machines.

In the present paper we employ a K-shell radiation scaling law to predict radiation yields

from JUPiTER-class generators. Scaling laws offer the utility of surveying large regions of load

and driver parameter space within a short time. The particular scaling law we use has a long

history of development and continues to do so even in this paper. Essential elements of the scaling

formulas in regard to the dependence on the atomic number Z were brought forth in the initial paper
by Apruzese and Davis [Ref.1]. Later, detailed work involving theory and computer simulations

by Whitney, et al., [Ref.2] substantially altered the approach into a kinetic energy scaling law.

Subsequent improvements to match the soft implosions observed in experiments were recently

MwunS mppgv d Mu& 3,1994. 1



reported by Thornhill, et al., [Ref.3J. The accuracy of this scaling law for low Z material like

aluminum is analogous to being substantially "in the ballpark," as shown in Whitney, et al., [Ref.4].

However, to apply the existing scaling law to JUPITER requires modifications in order to (i) treat

large initial radii (Q 4 cm) implosions and (ii) account for kinetic energies which are just able to

thermalize high Z (Q 36) plasmas into the K-shell ionization stage. Neither of these conditions

were within the purview of the original law. The revised scaling law is developed in Section II, and

hereinafter will be referred to as the revised or J-scaling law ("J" for JUPITER). As the accuracy

of this revised law is less well determined than the original one, comparisons with aluminum data

from DOUBLE EAGLE and SATURN in Section MI will clarify its viability for weak implosions,

ala case (ii) above. In Section IV an open circuit voltage waveform appropriate to a JUPITER-class

machine is adopted to drive a simple equivalent circuit. The magnitude of the driving voltage is

scaled so that the peak load current ranges from 10 to 100 MA. The dependence of the K-shell

radiation from aluminum (> 1.6 keV), argon (>3.1 keV), krypton (> 13 keV), and xenon (Z28

keV) pinches over this range of currents is investigated with the J-scaling law. Following thism

two specific design options for JUPITER are evaluated in Section V: (i) an Inductive Energy Store

(IFS) design with a Plasma Opening Switch (POS) in each module, and (ii) a modular Linear

Inductive voltage Adder (LIA). Since the Jupiter Design Option Study Team (JDOS7) began in the

summer of 1993, there has been a significant downselection in the machine options and changes in

the modular MFS and LIA designs. Section V is restricted to the standard designs as of the fourth

MDOST meeting in January, 1994. In Section VI several important variations of the standard point

designs derived from the inherent flexibility of the circuits are considered for optimizing the yields.

As this is a rather lengthy report the last section (VII) contains a summary of the results and

conclusions obtained during this study with the revised J-scaling law. Among these results are

several primary findings. (i) The maximum K-shell radiation yields YK for the standard designs of

the LIA and lBS options are fairly similar. YK(Ar) ,-7 MA; Yx(Kr) -,3 MJ; and YK(Xe) ,-,0.3 MJ.

This is not coincidental; the JDOST process itself has driven the standard designs toward similar

capabilities through the process of competition. (ii) One significant difference between the designs

is the peak yield variation with initial radius R. at a fixed pinch length: the LIA is predicted to

approach its maximum radiation yield at smaller initial radii than the IES. This differences arises

from the shorter voltage pulse on the LIA relative to the IES and may turn out to be relevant in

limiting the possible disruption caused by the Rayleigh-Taylor instability during the run-in phase

[Ref.5]. On the other hand, Davis [Ref.61 has shown that alternative load configurations may

mitigate the deleterious effects of such instabilities, so the advantage of small R. needs further

investigation. (iii) The yield from low atomic number (Z) material, such as argon, is optimized

with long pinch lengths (,- 6 cm), while the opposite is true for high Z elements, such as xenon.
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Because argon is in the efficient scaling regime for JUPITER, its yield varies directly with the total

kinetic energy, which is maximized in long pinches. Xenon, however, is in the extremely inefficient

1P regime where the yield depends more on the kinetic energy per unit length. (iv) A factor of

two increase to the front end inductance does not alter the peak K-shell yields on the LIA design,
but reduces those for the IES by -, 2/s. If the presently designed convolute is eventually found to

be insufficient in maintaining vacuum insulation one may be forced to opt for a higher inductance

front end. (v) If the POS on the IES can attain long conduction times then the radiation yields from

the IES am significantly greater than those from the LIA. This advantage can be realized only if the
POS can open in the same manmer as the shorter conduction, standard IES design while sustaining

'lOMV.

The yield eemlmims between the EES and LIA design options are subject to many caveats:
Radiation yield scaling laws may not extrapolate from aluminum on present day generators up to

krypton, especially xenon, on JUPiTER; the stagnation physics of the pinch at -,,60 MA may

be fundamentally different than at < 10 MA; the ionization dynamics for the high Z elements
is much more dependent on the L- and M-shell radiation, because it is so energetic, than low Z

elements (such as aluminum) are dependent on their UV L-sheil radiation; and uncontrolled or

poorly understood instabilities may reduce the projected yields found at large radii in the present

study. The last section also discusses &=se limitations and concomitant future research directions

for JUPITER load analysis.

H. Revised K-Shell Yield J-Scaling Law

The K-shell yield J-scaling relation is based on that given by Whitney, et al. [Ref.l], and

Thornhill, et al. [Ref.2], with two revisions: (i) a final radius dependency in the inefficient regime,

and (ii) a yield reduction factor to account for energetically weak implosions. Let us begin by first

defining a parameter q,, as presented in the above cited papers, which measures the kinetic energy

per atom in an imploding plasma in terms of a minimum energy:

1 1 E vn i n * ( 1 )

Here mi is the atomic mass of the element under consideration, vip is the final maximum implosion

velocity, and Ej. is the minimum energy needed to reach and maintain an individual atom of

the element under consideration in the K-shell. Specifically, Ein is the sum of the ionization

energies required to strip the atom to a 50% helium-like and 50% hydrogen-like configuration

3



plus the thermal energy of a hydrogen-like ion at a temperature for which K-shell occupation and

excitation is strong. Equations (33) and (46) of Ref. I provide simple relations for iN and Em'u in

terms of the atomic number Z:

mi f 1.58Z 1"-mp and Bmin s 1.49Z3 - 1  eV/ion, (2)

where m. is the proton mass. Hence from eqns.(l) and (2), st O.,55[,.mP/(cm/IAs)]2 Z-2.4 1.

The K-shell yield per unit length, including the revisions of the present paper, is written as{ 1EL(I)(0 a (?l)az(Z) (nW,,') (3a)

(l/) - _ ,"_ I

where M is the total mass loading, I is the pinch length, and Rf is the final implosion or stagnation

radius where the plasma reaches the velocity v,.,,.

From eqns.(39), (42), and (43) of Ref.l the coefficients a,(q), &z(Z), and eK are

.9 = 73.7 + - ' 70.'7

exp(-20.6/Z6')()G ,(Z) = Z2.55 (4)
e = 0.3.

The function a.e('i) is based on I-D multi-zone numerical simulations for high il implosions with

aluminum. These radiation-magnetohydrodynamic calculations employ a linear rising current

ramp until the outer radius of the plasma reaches 0.14 cm, after which the current is turned off

in order that the K-shell yield reflect only the kinetic energy input. The current cutoff radius is

larer than the final compression radius of the pinch. eK is also determined form these simulations

and represents the conversion efficiency of total kinetic energy into K-shell radiation. The actual

calculations display a range for eK from 0.25 to 0.5, but for the present discussion we will fix it

at a conservative value of 0.3. The formula for az(Z) is based upon Z-scaling of the He-a line

radiation in the coronal approximation.

The two remaining factors in eqn.(3), namely R! and eL(i1), arise from the present revisions.

The form of the R! dependence in eqn.(3a) derives from the formula for optically thin emission

lines as found in eqn.(41) of Ref. I. Though Whitney, et al. did not include any radius dependence,

it is important to do so for a JUPIER study. Proposed circuit designs require large initial radii (R.)

in order to realize peak perfmmance. The final radius for R. > 2 cm may be significantly larger
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than the I - 3 nun typically seen on DOUBLE EAGLE and SATURN. Thornhill, et al. [Ref.2]
determined that soft implosions on machines like DOUBLE EAGLE and SATURN may reflect an

enhancement of the transport coefficients. For soft, i.e., weak compression, implosions the yield
in the inefficient regime of eqn.(3a) is reduced by I/s. In effect, we have replaced this softening

with a final radius dependency because enhanced turbulent transport in the pinch translates into an
increased stagnation radius at implosion. The scale factor for the radius dependence in eqn.(3a),

namely 0.5 mm, was determined by matching the I/# reduction factor with a typical final radius

seen on existing exprnmnts.
The second revision, eL(il), concerns a reduction of the K-shell yield for implosions with it

near unity. The original scaling law of Whitney, et aL, was not meant to apply to such energetically
weak and poorly ionized implosions, but for krypton and xenon on JUPrrER it will be shown

that the implosions with the highest yields ae in this regime. Clearly, there will be no K-shell
yield for q = 0, while for l•, > one should join smoothly with the relations of eqn.(3). For
simplicity we assume that 6L varies lineady with 9 in the region ofq ,- I and find a fit to calculated
krypton K-shell yields from a JUPiTER prototype design. We performed a total of 96, multi-zone,
radiation-magnetohydrodynamic simulation runs with peak load currents ranging from 30 to 80
MA and g ranging from 0.5.to 3. The comparison between numerical simulations and the J-scaling
relation is presented in Fig.1. The resultant form for the low il correction of eqn.(3) is given by

i 1, for l 2!_3;

CL(M) = 2q -1, for 0.5<5V<3; (5)

0, for 11_<0.5.

The complete K-shell radiation J-scaling law of eqns.(3), (4), and (5) is now seen to be
dependent upon five parameters:

YK YK(Z, RIti,, m, M). (6)

For a chosen material (Z) and final radius (R!), the K-shell yield (YK) per unit length (1) can be

calculated as a function of the velocity (viin) and mass loading (M) per unit length. The yield thus
depends solely upon the plasma conditions at implosion. Figure 2a presents contours of aluminum

K-shell yield per unit length (YK/t) displayed over the j,,p - M/1 plane with R! fixed at 0.1
cm. Several horizontal yp markers are shown at the right hand side and the mass breakpoint curve
is noted as a dotted line. The breakpoint mass (M/t)Bp is determined by equality between the
relations in eqn.(3):

(M/t =0-_I -1 ,,,.,, ) 2(Rf/0.5mm) (7)
M 8P cmlis/ 6,(yp)az(Z)
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For M/1 < (M/t)Bp one is in the inefficient regime and the yield scales as M2 as in eqn.(3a).
This is equivalent to the so called "14" current scaling regime. Otherwise, one is in the efficient

regime where the yield varies as M/1 and scales linearly with the total kinetic energy (c 12) of

the implosion.

Consider a line of constant final kinetic energy per unit length, EKI/, in Fig.2a running from

the lower right to the upper left. Starting from the large mass, low velocity regime, the yield

increases as one moves upward from tj = 0.5 toward the 1 = 3 level. This increase reflects the

gradual turning on of the K-shell emitters as the mass is decreased and the velocity increased.

The fbuctional form of eL. is important over this part of the graph. Between the V = 3 line and

the Mop/t curve, the Yar/t contours are straight lines parallel to constant kinetic energy levels.

This is the efficient regime where Yj scales linearly with Ex. Moving above the MEp IL curve

toward the upper left, one sees that the yield drops off. Here there is sufficient implosion velocity

to thermalize the plasma into or beyond the K-shell ionization stage, but the mass is too small to

radiate efficiently. Hence this is the inefficient regime and the yield scales as (MI/)2 . If a larger

R1 is chosen, the Msp/L curve shifts to the right and the efficient regime shrinks in size. For
compariso, krypton yield contours over the v,, - M11 plane are presented in Fig.2b. Note in

this latter figure that lines of constant l have move upward compared to Fig.2a because the velocity

needed to thermalize krypton to the K-shell is larger than for aluminum. As a matter of fact, the
i1 = 3 line is above the Mpp/li curve out to the Yr/I -3 MJ/cm contour. Thus the efficient

regime has nearly disappeared for krypton unless one can drive a mass loading of ,- 10 mg/cm to

> 2 x 10a cm/sec and stagnate at 0.1 cm. As this condition is unlikely to be met by presently

envisioned JUPITER pulse power drivers, one can conclude that krypton implosions will be in

the q ,, 1 regime and the K-shell yields will be dependent on the details of the plasma during

stagnation. The classical /4 scaling law relating different generators is reflected in graphs like

Fig.2b where the maximum load kinetic energy produced by a machine lies along a line to the left

of the efficient regime. Hence no variation of the mass loading in such a case can put one into the

efficient scaling regime.

6
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M. Comparison of Revised J-Scaling Law with Aluminum Data

The results presented in Figure 2 are independent of the machine in that the kinetic energy

at implosion is a free parameter. Let us apply the J-scaling relation to existing machines where

the energy coupled to the load is a function of the driver. Such an analysis will display the level

of accuracy in the J-scaling law. There has been a substantial number of z-pinch experiments

on DOUBLE EAGLE and SATURN wherein K-shell radiation was measured. We concentrate

on those experiments which employed aluminum wire-array implosions. Wire arrays offer the

advantage of a priori knowledge of the initial radius R. and mass loading M, as opposed to gas

puffs where R. depends on the nozzle tilt angle and the actual M mass can only be estimated from

implosion times. One can calculate the K-shell yield by combining the J-scaling law of Section II

with a thin shell model for the dynamics of the pinch as driven by a circuit.

The momentum equation for thin shell dynamics is

B 2M- = -2i = _L0 (8)di 8w rc 2 '

where r and v are the instantaneous radius and velocity of the plasma shell, I is the load current, c is

the speed of light, and the force acting to implode the plasma is given the magnetic field B pressure

at the surface of the plasma. In cgs units with i. = 4wr/c, B = 21/re. The generator is treated

as a simple open circuit voltage driver V., with a machine impedance Z. and feed inductance L.:

LO d + Z°I = V'C - d [ln(Rw) (9)
Tt ;i r

Here R. is the return current radius in the pinch region and and the pinch inductance is contained

in the last term. The above equations can be simplified by the transformation to the variables

dz
r = mR. and v ="'Ro = i&, (10)

where R. is the initial radius of the plasma shell. One finds for eqn.(8)

Sdi zc '

and then eqn.(9) becomes

[L.C+L 2- t [[z.- _ ]I = rc. (12)

10



Here the initial load inductance is given by

,W= !n(). (13)

As noted by Katzenstein [Ref.7] (see also Mosher [Ref.8]), the coupled circuit-pinch dynamics

for the thin shell model depends on the load configuration through the quantities M14, Lw, and

R/PR.. Starting fromc = 1 and = 0 att = 0, eqns.(l 1) and (12) are advanced in time until the

plasma shell reaches a normalized stagnation radius cf = R,/P&. This instant corresponds to the
implosion time t with a normalized final velocity i! = wm,,/R.. Multiplying eqn.(l 1) by z

and integrating in time one finds the kinetic energy BK of the pinch. Hence for a given machine,

{L., Z., V..(t)}, pinch length 1, initial inductance L., and compression ratio cf. one has

t7(MR), if (MR)1 and 1 = EK(MRl). (14)

For DOUBLE EAGLE L, = 39 nH and Z. = 0.3fl; for SATURN Lo = 9.75 nH and

Zo = 0.167fl. In the experiments 2 cm long wires were used. The present calculations fix the

initial load inductance L. at 3 ni, independent of R., and assume a compression ratio R1/Re of
1/. The driving voltages V. for DOUBLE EAGLE and SATURN are displayed in Figs.3a and 4a,

respectively-
Given the above information, the calculated current profiles for various MR, on the two

machines follow in Figs.3b and 4b. Note the increased "softness" or inductive notch of the

SATURN driver as compared to DOUBLE EAGLE, i.e., the larger turnover in the current profiles

as the implosion proceeds. Implosion times t... can be measured in a similar fashion as done

in experiments: The first fiducial time mark is the intercept between a linear fit to the rising load

current and the temporal axis, as indicated in Fig.3b and 4b by the dotted lines. The second

fiducial time is the endpoint of the current waveform, which occurs when the plasma shell reaches

its prespecifled compression ratio. The implosion time is the difference between these two noted

times. A comparison of the implosion times tm, over MR2, for the two machines is presented in

Fig.5a. The compressed voltage pulse of SATURN relative to DOUBLE EAGLE's shows up in

its significantly shorter implosion times. The kinetic energy of the plasma at implosion, EK, is

likewise compared in Fig.Sb for the two machines. The peak EK occurs at MR. ,,-2 mg cm? for

both machines, and, as expected from eqn.(1 1), the ratio of EK at this point (250 kJ/ 60 kJ) scales

about as the square of the ratio of the peak Icd, (10 MA/4.5 MA)2 .

To compute the K-shell yield from the J-scaling law one needs the quantities listed in eqn.(6).

For the aluminum experiments, Z = 13 and I = 2 cm. Consider a solution for a some MR2 as

given in eqn.(14) and arbitrarily chose an initial radius Ro. Then the total mass M is specified

11



since MR2 is known, the final radius R! is specified by the assumed compression ratio parameter

zx, and the final dimensional velocity is given through vi,.p = Ro: f. Eqn.(3) can now be used to

compute the aluminum K-shell yield estimate for this chosen value of R.. Varying R. for the same

MR2o will then give a set of yields YK(MR2, R.). Note that each of these yield estimates have

the same kinetic energy coupled to the load but, in general, the YK vary. Finally repeat the whole

procedure for a range of MV. values. The complete results can be presented as a contour map of

the K-shell yield in the M - R. plane, as done for DOUBLE EAGLE in Fig.6a and SATURN in

Fig.6b. The topology of these contours result from a combination of constant q curves and constant

MR2o lines. The lowest yield contour is practically coincident with the 17 = 0.5 curve. Higher

q curves have a similar parabolic shape but are displaced leftward in the plot. Along a fixed R.
horizontal line, the value of q is large on the left side and the yields are low because one is in the

inefficient regime. Moving toward higher masses and lower Vp, the yields increase because one

enters the efficient regime. Finally, at too large a mass q < I and the yields drop off. Lines of

constant MRo run at an angle across the plot as indicated in Fig.6a for one case. The largest value

of MR2o occurs in the upper right hand comer. From Fig.5b these lines are also one of fixed kinetic

energy. Hence in the lower left region MR2. is small as is EK. Moving toward the upper right

EK initially increases and then decreases as the peak in the coupled kinetic energy over MR.2 is

passed.Figs.6a and 6b reflect Fig.2, recognizing that constant qp curves are also curves of constant
final velocity. One important feature of the J-scaling law to keep in mind is the drop off in yield for

the inefficient regime due to a large final radii R1 . Since Fig.6 assumes fixed compression ratio,

a larger R. means a larger R1 , as well as a larger mass break point according to eqn.(7). Thus as

R. is increased at a fixed load mass, one transitions into the inefficient yield regime: the radiation

output drops due to a decrease in the plasma density. It is precisely this physical effect that led us

to revise the original Whitney-Thombill scaling law to include a dependency on the final radius in

eqn.(3a).

Figures 6a and 6b also list the experimentally measured K-shell yields in kW within a circle

at the appropriate load mass and initial radius. The information was supplied by C. Deeney

from Physics International for DOUBLE EAGLE and R. Spielman from Sandia National Labs

for SATURN. For DOUBLE EAGLE much of the data lies near a line of constant MR. Many

of the shots were performed under the same initial conditions and the quoted yield is an average

of such shots. The K-shell predictions fall short of the observed peak yield by ,- 1/3, however

the trend of a rise and fall over mass loading is consistent with the data. Actually the higher

values in Fig.6a represent nearly 100% conversion of kinetic energy into K-shell radiation. The

coupled EK at MR2o = 0.2 mg cm2 is only ,,,30 kJ from Fig.5b. Such a conversion efficiency is

impossible, for some of the kinetic energy must be expended in ionizing the plasma. The results
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indicate an additional and significant resistive heating phase during pinch assembly for DOUBLE

EAGLE, and any yield scaling law based upon kinetic energy per atom alone would necessarily

underestimate the experimental values. For SATURN the data represent a more widely dispersed

set of initial configurations than for DOUBLE EAGLE. Such data are especially interesting for the

present comparison since they cover such a large range in the M - R. plane and thereby present a

challenging test for any model of aluminum K-shell emission. In Fig.6b the peak of the J-scaling

law yields compare favorably with SATURN experimental value and the falloff in contour levels

from this peak mimics the data, though the contours as a whole are shifted to a larger value of MR1

in comparison with the data. Apparently kinetic energy conversion alone is sufficient to explain
the SATURN yields. One could adjust the form of eL of eqn.(6) to obtain an improved fit for
SATURN by reducing the extent of the efficient region, denoted by the straight contour levels. But

this function was determined by fitting to multi-zon simulation results for krypton. Since krypton
K-shell PRS yields are one of the primary interests in the JUPiTER program we leave the present
revised J-scaling law as is.

One significant simplification of the present calculations was the use of a fixed initial load

inductance L. In the actual experiments this value differed for various shots. ho,. ver the change

in L, for different shots is relatively small compared to L. + 3 nh, and the error introduced by

neglecting this change should be considered small given the approximate nature of any scaling law.

More importantly, the use of an average L. value allowed one to use a single calculation at MRI,

and obtain many estimates of the yield for various R,. This approach greatly reduces the time

of calculation and readily facilitates the production of contour plots as shown in Fig.6. We will

continue to employ this simplifying approach as we look at JUPITER-class generators.
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the initial load radius. Results are for a compression ratio, i.e., final over

initial radius, of 1/?, initial load inductance of 3 nH, and a 2 cm long wire
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product MR: within the thin shell approximation for the pinch dynamics.
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IV. Projected K-Shell Yields as a Function of Load Current

JUPITER is envisioned to have a peak load current of 5 to 7 times that of SATURN. How

do the K-shell yields, not only from aluminum but also from higher Z elements, vary with large
load currents? To answer this question we employ a analysis similar to the previous section except
with a more appropriate circuit model; the voltage riseime of SATURN is only 55 nsec, half the

anticipated 100 nsec of JUPrTER. Specifically, one of the early transmission line designs of the

linear inductive voltage adder was converted to an equivalent Thevenin circuit. The circuit and

forward moving voltae wave V+ are presented in Fig.7. For the open circuit voltage, V., = 2V+.

The voltage V+ is mesured at the end of a long magnetically insulated rasmission line (MiL)

of impedance 0.24 0. T7e feed inducmnce b"e the MITL and the load is 7.5 ni, and initial
load indu nce is 2.63 niL Except for long implosion times (t-•, Z 200 nsec), V+ is unaffected
by the load behavior in the LIA design because the voltage source is far removed in time from the

load. lb achieve a range of peak load currents we multiply V.€ by an arbitrary factor a between

0.05 and 2.0 while keeping the impedance and inductanme the same. Effectively, for each choice

of a we have a different mache characftized by the peak of aVoc.

For each of these machines a search is performed in the M - R. plane for the maximum

K-shlelkyield of aluminum, argon, krypton, and xenon loads. For reference, the K-shell yield of

aluminum means photon energies 2:1.6 keV; for argon >3.1 keV; for krypton >__13 keV; and for

xenon >28 keV. Figure 8 presents the peak K-shell yields for each of these elements as a function
of the peak load current. The initial radii and mass loadings leading to the peak yields are listed

beside each data point, and the peak aV corrsponding to the load current is noted along the

abscissa. In this figure the aluminum yield has the classical /2 dependence of the efficient regime,

and argon also reaches the efficient regime above - 10 MA. The BE coupled to the load is shown

as a dotted line and in the efficient scaling regime the K-shell yield is 1/sEK, independent of the

material in accordance with eqn.(3b). In the terminology of eqn.(l) these elements implode to high

V? values for this driver. For krypton, however, the yields follow the P regime below ,-,20 MA.

then transition to an intermediate dependence, and do not reach the efficient regime until the peak

load currents are greater than 100 MA. This transition region for kiypton reflects implosions with

l ,-,1 and presents a difficult situation to predict accurately because the yields depend on subtle

details of the plasma gradients at implosion. The J-scaling predictions are even more precarious for

xenon, where q < 1. Xenon is included as a element for study because of the radiation requirement

for >30 keV photons on JUPITER. Modulo this uncertainty, Fig.8 indicates that to reach 1 MJ of

K-shell yield requires -.25 MA peak load current for aluminum and argon, ,-50 MA for krypton,

and -W90 MA for xenon.
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The yield results for SATURN lie below the relation between yield and current in Fig.8. The
circuit of Fig.7 has a much broader voltage pulse than SATURN and the coupled EK is also much
larger at I4..,-, 10 MA. Even though the yields are similar at peak current between Fig.8 and
DOUBLE EAGLE, again the coupled EK from Fig.7 circuit is larger than on DOUBLE EAGLE.
This points out the limitation of trying to study yields in a machine independent manner as implied
in Fig.8. We thus next turn to specific JUPITER designs for yield estimates.

R = 0.24fl L 7.503 nH

10 . . . .
8 8
6-6

%., 4
÷> 2

0

-2  100 200 300 400
t (n s)

Fig.7 The Thnevein equivalent circuit and the foward moving voltage wave
V+ at the end of the long MITL for an early Voltage Adder JUPRTER design.
Twice V+ equals the open circuit voltage V.,
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as a function of the current. Eath point is labeled as (R. in cm, M in mg).

Results awe for a compression ratio R!/R. = 1/, initial load inductance of

2.63 nH, and a 4 cm long load.
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V. Projected K-shell Yields for the Standard LIA and IES JUPITER Circuit Designs.

During the span of the Jupiter Design Option Study Team (JDOST) from July 1993 to January

1994, a number of generator designs have been proposed and have undergone significant and

continuous evolution. Rather than present the many yield studies undertaken during this period as

part of an historical development, we will concentrate on the latest designs for the LIA and the

modular lES as of January, 1994. The transmission line circuit used in the present report to model

the 4 cells/module, 30 module LIA with a low inductance, 4-slot front end is presented in Fig.9a.

Several items should be noted regarding this simplified circuit. They were adopted primarily to

speed up calculations over large domains of paramet space.

(i) The 30 modules were added in parallel to the front end convolute.

(ii) The length of each element is rounded to an integral number of nanoseconds while the

impedance remains unchanged. This increases the front end inductance by a negligible

0.0027 nH compared to. the exact circuit.

(Mii) The inductance of the double post-hole convolute, final feed, and half inch pinch pedestal are

all added to the final MrL, element, without increasing its time length. The total inductance

for this combined element, which will be termed the feed inductance

(R +n( 0.5 0.=1.4 +o0.36+,,,((p,¶. .5)) + i(&,O5) nH (15)

ranges from 2.86 nH for R. = 2 cm to 1.94 for R. = 5 cm as shown in Table I. The value of

L,. used to generate a particular graph is listed in the corresponding caption. Because peak

yields are found to occur at large initial radii, we will generally employ the feed inductance

appropriate to R. = 5 cm. Figs.10h and I lh discussed below show the small effect upon

the yields of including the R. dependency in the inductance Lf. The expediency gained by

ignoring the R. dependency in Lf has been explained at the end of Section M. Since the

increase in inductance as the pinch implodes can be > the fixed front end inductance, the

dependency of the initial load inductance on pinch length,

L. = 2f1n((R. + 0.5)/R.) nH, (16)

is accounted for in all calculations. Of course so is the change in the load inductance as the

implosion proceeds, in the manner of eqn.(12). It is recognized that the gap size of 0.5 cm

between the load and the return current radius is clearly too small for gas puffs, and possibly

also for wire-array loads, on either design. As this value was chosen by Sandia for IES studies

of energy coupling, we adopted it for consistency on both machines.
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Table I. Final Feed L! and Initial Load Inductance L,.

L! + L, (nH) t = 2 cm 4 cm 6 cm

R. = 2 cm 2.86+0.89 2.86+1.78 2.86+2.68

5 cm 1.94+038 1.94+0.76 1.94+1.14

(iv) No losses are included in the present calculations, either in the marx spark gaps, gas and water

closing switches, MITL transition e-, convolute, or final feed resistance. Incorporation of

loss models into our transmission line code is a future objective.

(v) The transmission line does not go all the back to the marx banks but starts at the intermediate

store with 41.36 MY of electrical energy. When all the losses are included the marx banks

initially store 94 MJ and the intermediate store reaches 69 MY. The lower energy for the

intermediate store is suggested by Ian Smith of the [A design team to balance the neglected

power losses.

The transmission line circuit used in the present report to model the 60 module IES with a

similar low inductance, 4-slot front end is presented in Fig.9b. Again there are a number of items

to be noted.

(i) The 60 modules were added in parallel to the front end convolute.

(Hi) The length of each element is rounded to an integral nanosecond length but the impedance is

adjusted so that the inductance of each element remains constant.

(ini) As above, the inductance of the double post-hole convolute, final feed, and pedestal are added

to the final M17L element prior to the load. The pinch length is again accounted for in the

load inductance.

(iv) No losses are included, except across the POS (see below).

(v) The pulse shaping capacitor actually forms a 'T' with the transmission line but we have

treated it in series. Comparisons of SCREAMER circuit code calculations at Sandia with the

present model show small but acceptable differences.

(vi) The linear tapered storage inductor is broken into three segments each of constant but

decreasing impedance such that the total inductance is conserved.

(vii) The plasma opening switch is treated as time varying shunt resistor with energy losses. The

resistance Rpos satisfies the Zlp., model of Mendel et al., [Ref.91:

Vpos Rpos 1 I (17)
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Here Vpos is the voltage across the switch, ,, and I,,, are the upstream and downstream

currents surrounding the POS so that Vpos = RposIpos + Rpos(I,, - Id,). The flow

impedance Zflq. is specified by the conduction time t,,., the duration of opening At.,

and Z' listed in the Fig.9b through

0 for t_< t < +
Z ( Z"(1 - for it...( < to, 1 + Ato".; (18)

Zfj, for t > to,., + Ato,...

The listed conduction time corresponds to the POS opening at a storage inductor current of

90 MA. For the present implementation of the Zflow model, the switch is not crowbared

(Rpos -- 0) if the voltage across the POS reverses. Instead Rpos --_ oo when ,,p = Id.,

as zo remains finite.

In Figs.9a and 9b the noted times for the closing and opening of the switches are measured

from the instant when the energy begins to flow forward out of the first element on the left. Thus

for the IES the effective conduction time of the plasma is shorter than the listed t.o.. of the figure

due to the time delay in the transmission line between the first element and the switch. Measured

from the time when the POS first carries at least 1 MA, the conduction time for IES-4 of Fig9b is

-.0.7 ps.

To study these JUPITER circuits we perform a similar analysis as was done for DOUBLE

EAGLE and SATURN in Section II. The imploding plasma thin shell model of eqn.(l 1) still holds

but the circuit model of eqn.(12) is replaced with a transmission line calculation. The transmission

line model follows the forward and backward propagating voltage waves assuming only transverse

electromagnetic modes are present. Circuit elements have associated transit times At such that a

line element of impedance Z has an inductance ZAt and a capacitance At/Z. Wave propagation

across junctions between line elements is solved through reflection and transmission coefficients

derived from Kirkhoff's laws. The general technique is similar to the BERTHA code used at NRL

(Ref. 101, however, the junction at the dynamic load is treated implicitly to ensure strict conservation

of electrical + plasma energy.

For a given machine, pinch length e, initial inductance L., and compression ratio R!/ IR, the

pinch dynamics is only a function of MR2, as in eqn.(14). Hereinafter the compression ratio in

the calculations is fixed at 1/10. The final feed* initial load inductance will be listed in the figure

captions as L. from Table I. Figures 10a and 10b show, respectively, the load current and the coax

MTL voltage for the LIA with a 4 cm long pinch over a range of MR,2 values. The time t = 0
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on the plots of Fig. 10 corresponds to the time of PFL switch closing in Fig.9a. The M1TL voltage

only takes ,-30 ns to reach a 7 MV plateau and stays positive for ,-110 ns. The back ernf-voltage

generated by the motional impedance of the imploding plasma [the i/z term in eqn.(l 2)] is clearly

demonstrated in Fig. 10b. For an inductive short circuit load, the current rises to a peak value of -85

MA about 80 ns after the current first starts to flow into the load. The implosion time, calculated

in the manner described in Section IMI, is shown in Fig. 10c for various pinch lengths on the LIA.

For a fixed length, tip is a monotonically increasing function of MR., but shorter lengths have

a larger t., at the same MR. The load kinetic energy at implosion, EK in Fig.10d, displays a

definite peak at MR2./t - 200 mg cm, for pinch length 1. The peak EK increases with length, but

slower than linearly. That is, the total pinch BK increases with length, but shorter pinches produce

more EBK per unit length. This feature impacts the optimal yielding pinch length for different Z as

we shall show below. The excursion to large voltages at implosion in Fig. 10b is important only for

MR3 _< 500 mg cm2 , which is below the value of MRA where the kinetic energy peaks for I = 4

cm. For I = 2 cm the large voltage excursion is also found to occur below the MR. producing the

peak EK.

K-shell yields for the LIA based upon the J-scaling law can be calculated using the same

formalism discussed at the end of Section UL A contour map of krypton K-shell yields over the

M- R. plane is shown in Fig.10e. The peak yield is nearly 3 Mh at R. = 5.8 cm and M = 25.4

mg. Consider a horizontal line of fixed radius in Fig.10e and determine the peak yield for that

radius. The dependence of this krypton peak yield on kfitial radii is displayed in Fig.10f, along

with the results for Ar and Xe. Note the broad range about Ro -' 5 cm where the K-shell yields are

near their maximum. While Fig.10f is for 4 cm long pinches, Fig.10g shows the variation of the

peak K-shell yields at each initial radius as the pinch length changes from 2 to 6 cm. On JUPITER,

argon implosions can have many times the energy needed to reach the K-shell ionization stage.

Hence argon is in the efficient scaling regime and according to eqn.(3b) YK(Ar) oc EK. Since

EK increases with length (from Fig.10d), longer pinches in Fig. lOg lead to optimal yields for low

Z elements like argon. On the other hand, xenon implosions on JUPITER will be energy poor,

i.e., the il of eqn.(l) < 1. Because the xenon K-shell yield scaling is in the inefficient I" or M 2

regime, shorter pinches which produce a higher EK/I lead to better K-shell yields as in Fig. 10g.

In essence, large EK/I for xenon lead to higher ir and a larger EL(ij) in eqn.(3a). The yield drop

off at large R. reflects the larger stagnation radius R! and a lower yield by eqn.(3a). Krypton is

a transition material for JUPITER, v - 1 for the optimal cases, and the peak yield is not a strong

function of the length. Up to this point the calculations have used a final feed inductance from

Table I appropriate to an initial pinch radius of 5 cm. To verify our earlier claim of insensibility to

the variation in the final feed inductance, we present in Fig.10h a comparison between yields based
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upon a final feed + load inductance of 1.94+0.76 nH (case a), and 2.86+1.78 nH (case b). The

numbers are taken from Table I for 4 cm length pinches but different R.- Clearly the differences

are not large, but there is a systematic trend for the LIA in that the larger inductance case b always

presents slightly larger yields.

For detailed study, Table II contains specific data on the peak YK at several initial radii along

with the associated t,.., M, and EK. Since argon is in the efficient radiation regime on JUPITER,

the peak yield scales with the kinetic energy which is a function of MRI.. The first two entries

in the argon group for each pinch length I show the range in initial radii and masses which lead

to the same peak yield. For the krypton and xenon loads, the first listing in each group of lengths
is the peak yield over all radii. Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities may inhibit the utility of large radii

implosions. so yields are also listed for radii < 4 cm.

A analogous set of the above graphs is presented in Fig.l1 for the standard JES JuprIM

design. The t = 0 point in igs.llla and 1lb correspond to the time when the POS of Fig.9b

begins to open. If one lines up VIvTL from the LIA in Fig.10b and Vpo$ from the IES in Fig.lilb

such that the initial voltage rise overlaps, one finds that it takes only 35 ns for the LIA MITL

voltage to reach its plateau value of 7 MV, but 50 ns for the IW" voltage to reach a similar plateau.

urthermor, the back reaction of the load through its motioi4 impedance is more prominent for

small MR2. on the LIA than on the MBS. This difference reflea, 4be assumption that Zjg.f remains

constant after POS opening and as the current through the switch rises near t,,,, the voltage Vpos

must decrease by eqn.(17). The load current profiles of the IES in Fig.l la display a knee after the

initial rapid rise, unlike Ig,,• on the LIA. Hence the time to peak current is longer on the lES than

on the IUA, especially for large MR1 values. For instance, the time to peak load current is -,100

as on the IES for M4t = 10 mg cmP, while it is only 70 ns on the LIA for the same value. The

implosion times and EK are presented in Fig.l lc and 1 id, respectively, for several pinch lengths.

t.,. for the IES is about 15 nsec longer than on the LIA for the same MR., as long as MR.' < a

few thousand. Above this value the implosion times are less on the IES than the IIA. The peak EK

at each length studied is nearly the same on the IES design as on the LIA design, but for the IES

the peak EK roughly follows MR./t -• 300 mg cm. Thus the IES reaches its peak EK at a larger

MR value than on the LIA. This behavior suggests that the peak yields for high Z materials will

occur at larger initial radii for the IES machine. Another difference between the EK on the LIA

and on the IES is the definite peak in EK over MRo on the UA, while the EK for the ES shows a

secondary peak at large MR2o. The secondary peak would not appear if the POS is crowbared after

Vpos first reverses sign. This structure in the kinetic energy curves at large MR.' is reflected in the

krypton K-shell yield contours of Fig. lie. The peak krypton K-shell yield, as well as the R. and

M leading to it, for the IES in Fig.lie and for the LIA in Fig.10e are fairly similar. But note that
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a given yield contour extends to smaller radii for the LIA than for the IES. This difference can be

seen by comparing the peak K-shell yields at each R, in Figs.lOf and I If. While the peak YK over

all R. are about the same for both machines and occur between 5 and 6 cm, the LIA can approach

its maximum yield with R. as small as 4 cm, while the peak yields for the IES rapidly drop off

below 4 cm for Kr and Xe. Fig. I Ig shows the similar trend as for the LIA, i.e., the pinch length

for the low Z elements should be large, while it should be short for the highest Z elements. Again,

Fig.I lh shows that the present study is not sensitive to the exact front end inductance of Table

. The higher inductance setting of Table I (case b) produces a slightly lower peak yield than the

lower inductance case a. It is interesting to note that this is the exact opposite from what was found

for the LIA and suggests a different dependenc on the front end inductance of the two machines.

Table M list analogous results for the IES as Table II for the LIA. One sees that the peak yield

and conditions are faidy similar on the two design, but if the loads are limited to R. _< 4 cm the

lBS peak yields are significantly less than those from the [IA.
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rjg.10(a) The c==et profiles and coax MrrL voltages (b) for UA-4 for

various values of Mg•. The time t = 0 cmesponds to the closing of the

PIL switch. Jim pinch length is 4 cm, and the final feed inductance L1 =

1.94 nH from Table I. For all of the remaining figures the compression ratio
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13 keV), and Xe(>28 keV) on LIA-4. Note that the peak yields are close

to their mwdmum, even with R as smaUl as 4 cm. Load conditions are the
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JFg.OWj A comparison of peak yields as a function of initial radius for a
short (2 cm) long pinch and a long (6 cm) oam on the UJA-4 design. Yields
from low Z material are optimized at large R4. while yields formi high Z
material are better from pinches with a short length. (Lf = 1.94 nHl).
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1fg1O(h) Peak K-shell yields on LIA-4 over initial radius for the final feed
inductance L! of 1.94 nH (case a) vs 2.86 nH (case b) from Table L The
yield differences are clearly small, i~e., change in final feed inductance with
R. is negligible, but there is a systematic trend in the LIA of higher yields
with large front end inductance.
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Table IL Peak K-Shell Yields for LIA-4 from the J-Scaling Law.

I Re timp M EB Yx(Ar) YK(Kr) YKr(Xe)
(CM) (CM) (ns) (Ing) (MI) (MI) (Mb) (M)

UA-4 6 6.5 120 28 25 7500
LIA-4 6 3.7 120 86 25 7500
LIA-4 6 2.0 70 48 14 3900
LIA-4 4 6.2 115 23 21 6400
IJA-4 4 3.5 115 68 21 6400
LIA-4 4 2.0 75 48 14 4200
LIA-4 2 5.7 110 13 15 4600
UA-4 2 3.0 110 48 15 4600
UA-4 2 2.0 80 43 13 3900

LIA-4 6 5.5 110 30 24 3000
LIA-4 6 4.0 85 23 18 2200
UA-4 6 2.0 60 25 10 290
LIA-4 4 5.0 100 23 20 3000
LIA-4 4 .4.0 85 19 17 2500
IJA-4 4 2.0 60 25 10 370
LIA-4 2 4.8 100 15 15 2600
IJA-4 2 4.0 85 13 14 2500

LIA-4 2 2.0 70 25 11 420

LIA-4 6 6.2 110 25 24 210
LIA-4 6 4.0 80 19 17 140
LIA-4 6 2.0 - - - 0
LIA-4 4 5.5 105 21 21 260
LIA-4 4 4.0 80 17 16 210
LIA-4 4 2.0 - - - 0
LIA-4 2 4.5 95 15 15 315
LLA-4 2 4.0 90 14 14 310
LIA-4 2 2.0 - - - 0
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Ftg.ll(a) The current profiles and coax M1TL voltages (b) for IES-4 for

various values of Mgt. The time t = 0 corresponds to the time of POS

opening. The pinch length is 4 cm, the final feed inductance L! = 1.94 nH

from Table I.
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ftg.11(c) The implosion time for thre pinch lengths (1) on IES-4 as a
function ofMW. (d) The plasma kinetic enmpg at implosion for the same
lengths. (Lf =1.94 nH).
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ftll1(e) Contours of total kiypton K-shell yield based on the scaling law
for the 6 ES-4. Loa conditions am the same as in Fig. IIa.
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Flg&11(f) Peak K-shell yields atdifferent initial radii for Ar(>3 keV), Kr(> 13
keV), and Xe(>28 keV) on IES-4. The results for the LIA from Fig. 10f are
displayed for direct comparison. Load conditions are the same as in Fig. I la.
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FIg.1l(g) A comparison of peak yields as a function of initial radius for a
short (2cm) long pinch and a long (6 cm) on the IES-4 design. Yields from

low Z matrial we optimized at large 14, while yields form high Z material

are better from pinches with a short length. (L/= 1.94 nH).
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fig11(h) Peak K-shell yields on IES-4 over initial radius for the final feed

inductace 1! of 1.94 nHl (case a) vs 2.86 nil (case b) from Table I. The

yield differences are small. i.e., change in final feed inductance with R. is

negligible, but the trend is opposite from the LIA, i.e., smaller front end

inductances produce smaller yields at large radii.
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Table I. Peak K-Shell Yields for IES-4 from the J-Scaling Law.

p(Ios = 90 MA at opening.)

I Re ti., M EX YK(Ar) YK(Kr) YK(Xe)
(cm) (cm) (ns) (mag) (MJ) (Ml) (MI) (M)

IES-4 6 8.5 165 32 24 7300
IS-4 6 5.2 165 83 24 7300
IES4 6 4.0 135 75 22 6700
IS-4 6 2.0 75 27 8 2200
IBS-4 4 7.5 150 23 21 6400
ES-4 4 4.2 150 73 21 6400

JBS-4 4 4.0 140 68 21 6300
iES-4 4 2.0 80 30 8 2500
]IS-4 2 6.2 135 15 16 4800
iESS-4 2 3.3 135 54 16 4800
IBS-4 2 2.0 90 33 9 2700

IS-4 6 6.5 140 31 23 2500
EBS-4 6 4.0 90 17 12 1200
IBS-4 6 2.0 70 25 7 60
""IS-4 4 6.5 140 26 21 2800
JES4 4 4.0 95 16 12 1400
IES-4 4 2.0 75 25 8 100
IS-4 2 5.5 125 16 16 2800
IES-4 2 4.0 95 11 11 1800
IES-4 2 2.0 80 25 8 130

IES-4 6 7.5 140 23 23 160
.IS-4 6 4.0 80 11 9 43
IEBS-4 6 2.0 - - - 0
IES-4 4 6.5 135 22 21 210
IES-4 4 4.0 90 12 10 80
][S-4 4 2.0 - - - 0
IES-4 2 5.2 125 16 16 310
JES-4 2 4.0 100 13 12 210
IES-4 2 2.0 - - - 0
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VI. Projected K-Shell Yields for Variations of the LIA and IES Designs

The JUPITER circuit designs of Figs9a and 9b can readily be altered to investigate both

the circuit resiliency to front end changes as well as the design flexibility arising from the switch

paramneters. The nomenclatur associated with the different machine versions studied in this section

ar listed in Table IV.

Table IV. Notes on the Various Machine Versions

nomclate deription

LIA-4 Fig9a

LIA-5 twice front end inductance
UA-6 PL switch permanently closed

ES-4 Flg.9b
IES-5 twice front end inductance

UES*6 POS opens at 130 MA in storage inductor
IS-7 same as IS-6 but

Ato, = 100 lns Z,, ---u 0.067 11

The front end design, as presently configured with the 4-slot, double post-hole convolute,

might be overly aggressive in that the estimated electron losses through this region prove too

optimistic. One fallback position would be to return to the original design with a 2-slot, single

post-hole convolute. 7b investigate the effects of this potential course of action upon the prjected

yields we approximate the latter front end by doubling the impedance of every element starting

with the "coax-to-disc convolute" to the "post-hole convolute" element of Figs.9a and 9b. The long

M17L in the LIA and the storage inductor in the JES remain unchanged. The 1.94 nH of Table

I for R. = 5 cm is replaced by 3.70 nil The peak yield over R, for LIA-5 is compared with the

previously displayed results for UA-4 in Fig.12a. Clearly, the adder design is hardly affected by

a doubling of the front end inductance. The similar performance for the higher inductanc front

end is due to a corresponding increase in the MIML voltage of Fig.I lb, from a plateau of -7MV

to -9 MV. The front end of LIA-5 is closer to a matched load since the reflected voltage wave

is reduced. A similar insensitivity in the coupled kinetic energy due to moderate changes in the

front end inductanm was found by Corcoran [Ref. Il when MIrL losses were included. On the
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other hand, the IES-5 system is compromised by an increase in the inductance as shown in Fig. 12b.
According to Ref. 12, any increase in the front end inductance between the storage inductor and the

load for an lES system leads to a degradation in energy coupling to the pinching load. For IES-5
the peak YK in argon, krypton, and xenon is only about 2/s of that from IES-4.

It is possible to draw on the inherent flexibility of each design to either lower the magnitude

of the driving voltage pulse or tap more ewgy from the generator. In the [IA suppose the P¶L
switch is permanently closed. TIbe one can both gain back energy lost during the resistve closing
phase of the switch and lower ft peak voltage by stretching out the pulse in time. For the design
version LIA-6, the PFL switch of Figa is cosed at t = 0 and the initial charge on the intermediate

sMe is raised to 16.8 MV to account for the absence of ene dissipation Ref.13J. The front

end retumns to the low i 4-slot version. Figures 13a and 13b present the load current and
M17L voltage for LIA-6 for variom MRS, and can be directly compared to the LIA-4 results in
Migs. 10a and 10b. Because of the absence of power compression via the PFL switch, the current
and voltage profiles am significantly eloogted compared to LIA-4. For each fixed Ht the peak
cumyrnt of IUA-6 is lower than in UIA-4, but th same is not true of VMIL. For instance at MR:

= 10' mg cm the peak VMITL is - MV in both caes, although this peak is attained near the
beginning of the pals in UA-4 while at implosion in UA-6. Ta Mil voltage for Mil > 2000
mg cm' is only about half that on IJA-4, which would indicate that electron insulation would be

easier to sustain on IIA-6. The implosion times for the same MR• ae significantly longer in

LIA-6 than LUA-4 as shown in Flg.13c. Figure 13d shows that the peak coupled kinetic energy for

LIAý6 is smaller and shifted to a higher M14 compared to LIA-4. As we have seen before, this

means that the initial radius leading to the peak K-shell yields are also increased, as born out by
Fig.13e. As a matter of fact, the Xe yield for LIA-6 does not show up on the graph and for RJ < 10

cm the peak yields in Ar, Kr, and Xe are all smaller than the peak YK from LIA-4. Table V lists

peak yields at several radii and associated t,., M, and EK for LIA-6 with I = 4 cm. Iem results

for LUA-4 are included from Table 1I for ease in comparison. aearly, the permanent closure of the
PFIL switch offers no advantage to the adder in terms of yield, but some advantage of a low VMtTL

when MV, is large.
The plasma opening switch in the IBS design likewise offers the potential to tap more energy

from the generator. In the standard LIA-4 design, the switch begins to open when the cummt in

the storage element reaches 90 MA. In terms of Fig.9b this occurs 0.96 ps after the energy begins

to flow out of the max banks. However, the storage current is till rising as this time and, if the
opening of the POS is delayed until 1.33 Is, the current in the storage element peaks out at 130

MA. We will refer to the IBS design version with the latter switch opening time as IES-6. As noted

above, the actual conduction time of the switch is smaller than 1.33 jus due to the wave transit time
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from the marx to the POS. Measured from the time that the POS first begins to carry I MA, the
effective conduction time for IES-6 is 1.08 ps, compared to 0.7 ps for IES-4. The increase in the
load current for IES-6 is demontrated in Fig. 14a where, for instance, the peak current for MR2 =

2000 mg era is --85 MA for IES-6, but -.-75 MA for IES-4 (see Fig. I Ia). The time to reach this
peak. -95 ns, is same in both designs because we have kept the same opening time Ato,.,. and
Z/&m, switch parameftes. Consequently, the initial peak of the voltage across the POS, shown in
Fig.14b, is larger for IES-6 than for IES-4 (Fig. I ib). If, instead of maintaining the same switch
parametrs, it is found that the price of a longer conduction time switch is both a slower opening
and a smaller flow impedance, the current and voltage results are quite different. Fig.14c and 14d
pre,.at I.•. and VpoS for the same long conduction switch but twice the opening time and half
the flow impedance This design version is telamed MS-7. Note the peak current for MR! = 2000

mg cm2 is only -70 MA and it takes '120ns to reach it. The initial rise of Vpo$ is also reduced
below IES-4 and IES-6. The imploson times and kinetic energies for the three version IES-4,
-6, and -7 are displayed in Figs. 14e and Fig.14f, respectively. The higher currents of iES-6 lead
to shotew tmp, and inversely for IES-7. For the EK coupled to the load, the peak for IES-6 is

iy above that for the standard model but at nearly the same MRA. For IS-7 the peak
Zg is also larger, but occurs at a IrgWer MV.. The peak K-shell yield for the three operating
versions as a function of initial radius is shown in Fig. 14g. As expected, IES-6 offers a substantial
increase in the Ar, Kr, and Xe yields, and yields near the peak can be obtained at smal radii on
IS4 than on IES-4 and ES-7. However, if the long conduction switch does not open in a simila
manner to that of the standard case, but instead the opening parameters become degraded, as for
IES-7, then the radii required to reach the same peak as in IES-4 move significantly outward. Table
VI lists peak yields at several radii and associated timp, M, and EK for IES-6 and IES-7 with I
= 4 cm. The results for IES-4 are included from Table MI for ease in comparison. In summary,
the advantages offered by a longer conduction time in the EBS design can only be realized if (i)

insulation can be maintained at -10 MV and (Hi) the switch performance in terms of opening time
and flow impedance are not seriously degraded.
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ftg.12a) Coumpaison of fth peak yeld owe initial radius for the stadard
(LIA-4) and high inductance frontend (LIA-5) versions of the adder designs.
Ther is negligible, difference beftween them. (Lf = 1.94 nIL)
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ftg.b) CmW of the peak yields over initial radius for the standard
(IES-4) and high inductance front end (lES-5) versions of the inductor
designs. The peak YK for IES-5 is 2/s of IES-4. (Lf = 1.94 nIL)
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ftLg.3(a) Load cument and MrIL voltage (b) profiles for the adder design

verion with a pemanently closed PFL switch, L.e, LA-6, Broader profiles

and lower peak currents can be seen by comparson with LIA-4 in Figs.10a

and 10b. (Lf = 1.94 nIH)
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lIg.W(e) Comparison of the peak K-shell yields in Ar, Kr, and Xe for LIA-6
and LIA-4. The Xe yield form IJA-6 is below 100 kJ. The shift in EK vs

MRg causes the radius for peak yield to increase. (L! = 1.94 nH.)
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Table V. Peak K-Shell Yields for Two LIA Versions

I R. t,,•mp M EK YK(Ar) Y,(Kr) YK(Xe)
(cm) (cm) (ns) (mg) (Mi) (MJ) (MJ) (MJ)

LIA-4 4 6.2 115 23 21 6400
LIA-4 4 3.5 115 68 21 6400
LIA-4 4 2.0 75 48 14 4200
IJA-6 4 7.0 265 51 15 4600

UIA-6 4 4.0 170 33 10 2900
LIA-6 4 2.0 110 25 5 810

UJA-4 4 5.0 100 23 20 3000
IJA-4 4 4.0 85 19 17 2500

LIA-4 4 2.0 60 25 10 370
LIA-6 4 8.8 240 23 15 1400
UA-6 4 4.0 125 10 6 470
LIA-6 4 2.0 - - - 0

UJA-4 4. 5.5 105 21 21 260
LIA-4 4 4.0 80 17 16 210
IJA-4 4 2.0 - - - 0
UA.6 4 10.0 225 14 14 650
LIA-6 4 4.0 110 6 5 85
LIA-6 4 2.0 - - - 0
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f]g.14(a) Load current and MMTL voltage (b) profiles for IES-6. The

conduction time of this design version opens with 130 MA in the storage

inductor, as opposed to 90 MA for the standard IES-4. The opening time

and Zfz.. are the same as IES-4. Note the enhanced load current, but also

the larger Vpos, compared to the standard version in Figs. 1 la and 1 l. (L/

= 1.94 nH.)
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ftg.4(c) LoAd curet and MITL voltag (d) profiles for IES-7. As for

JES-6, fth conduction tfme of this design verson also opens with 130 MA

in the storage, inductor, but the opening time is doubled and Z 1 1 ,w haved

c Mpare to IES-4 and JES-6. Consequently both I10sd and Vpo5 are

reduced and stretched. (Lf = 1.94 oH.)
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r1g.14(e) Comparison of implosion times and coupled kinetic energies (f)
for 20S IES-6, and = ES-7. (Li =1.94 nH.)
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flg14(j) Comparison of the peak K-shell yields in Ar, Kr, and Xe for IES-

4, IES-6, and IES-7. Note that if the POS in the long conduction version
opens in a similar manner as in the standard version (IES-4) then the yields
(IES-6) are significantly improved. However, if the long conduction time

seriously deteriorates the POS opening (IES-7), then the yield performance

is not enhanced for Kr and Xe. (L! = 1.94 nH.)
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Table VI. Peak K-Shell Yields for Three IES Versions

L Re tsmp M EK YK(Ar) YK(Kr) YK(XC)

(cm) (cm) (ns) (mg) (Mi) (MI) (MI) (M

IES-4 4 7.5 150 23 21 6400
IES-4 4 4.0 140 68 21 6300
IES-4 4 2.0 80 30 8 2500
IES-6 4 8.0 140 33 35 10600
D3" 4 4.0 140 119 35 10600
MS-6 4 2.0 75 52 15 4500
IES-7 4 10.0 325 91 27 8100
BS-7 4 4.0 170 68 20 5700

IES-7 4 2.0 115 48 9 1800

!ES-4 4 6.5 140 26 21 2800
IES-4 4 4.0 95 16 12 1400
IES-4 4 2.0 75 25 8 100
IESl6 4 6.2 125 34 33 5500
IES-6 4 4.0 85 21 19 2700
JES-6 4 2.0 62 25 11 500
IES-7 4 9.2 220 32 24 2800
MS-7 4 4.0 120 14 10 1200
MS-7 4 2.0 - - - 0

mIS-4 4 6.5 135 22 21 210
IS-4 4 4.0 90 12 10 80
IS-4 4 2.0 - - - 0
IES-6 4 6.5 130 34 34 600
IFS-6 4 4.0 85 21 19 260

..IES.6 4 2.0 - - - 0

IMS-7 4 9.5 205 23 23 190
IES-7 4 4.0 115 11 9 50
IES-7 4 2.0 - - - 0
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VIL Summary and Conclusions

The objective of the present investigation was to estimate radiation yields from JUPiTER-class
generators based on scaling laws. Because z-pinches on JUPiTER may not implode to as small a
radius as seen on DOUBLE EAGLE and SATURN, and because some JUPITER loads will consist
of high atomic number material, two revisions tc the established scaling law of Whitney. et al.,
IRefl] and Tonhill, et aL [Ref.3] were necessitated. Fs, a dependency on the final pinch radius
R1 was incorporated to account for the pinch density (cc R•). This is relevant in the optically
thin radiation limit. Second, a muliplici factor eL derived from FIg l was used to account for
imploion which am barely energetic enough to ionize the pinch material imto the K-shell gage. In
the parlance of eqn.(l), thse biosin have;#< 1. Ties revisions ae included in the J-scaling
law of eqns.(3), (4), and (5). In the efficient regime [eqn.(3b)] the K-siell yield is --30% of the
coupled kinetic energy BK. The transion from this regime to the inmefficient reguim [eqn.(3a)]
occurs at the man breakpoint Mp given in eq.(7). Theoretical predictions for the yield emenrg
from a combinaton of a thin shell model for the implosion dynamics, a circuit for the genera•,
and the K-shell radiation J-scaling law. In the present approach, given a machine circuit, pinch
length, initial load inductance ,,. and an assumed comPopresi ratio R1/R., the implosion time
ti., akd coupled load kinet energy BiK ae dependent only on the product MV•.

To assess the accuracy of the revised J-scaling law, predictions for the K-shell yield of
aluminum on DOUBLE EAGLE and SATURN were compared with e.peimental data in the
load mass - initial radius (M - R,) plane of Figs.6a and 6b, respectively. A comprssion factor
R1fIL of 1/T was assumed. The predictions of peak yields agree with the data for SATURN,
but underestimated the DOUBLE EAGLE data. The latter data suggest that DOUBLE EAGLE
can achieve nearly 100% convesion of kinetic energy into K-shell radiation, much larger than
the ~30% conversion efficiency found from the simulations used to derive the scaling law. The
J-scaling law is based only on the thermalization of kinetic energy and does not include resistive
heating in the pinched phase. Thus this law can be employed as a conservative predictor for yields on
JUPiTER-class generators, assuming that both the thermalization dynamics and the atomic number
Z dependence derived for the scaling relations also apply to krypton and xenon on JUPITER.

In applying the J-scaling relations to JUPITER-class generators two approaches were taken.
The first was to use an equivalent Thevenin circuit (Fig. 7) to model a general machine capable of
producing 10 to 100 MA load current. Fig.8 shows that low Z material, such as aluminum (Z = 13)
and argon (Z = 18), will radiate in the efficient]* regime, i.e., YK - 0.3EK, on JUPITER. On the
other hand, radiation from high Z material like xenon (2 = 54) varies as 4, which indicates the
inefkient regime. Krypton (Z = 36) would be in the efficient regime if the peak load current were
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'100 MA. At the anticipated JUPITER current level of --60 MA. krypton is a transition radiator
between the two regimes.

The second approach was to look at specific candidate designs for JUPITER and assess their
ndividual radiati perfomance. Mw transmission line cruit used to model the 4 cells/module,
30 module Linear duct Adder (UA-4) with a low inductance, 4-slot front end is presented
in FIg.9a. Figure 9b shows the transmission line circuit used for the 60 module Inductive Energy
Store (JES) design with a similar low inductance, 4-slot front end. Many assumptions, lited at

the belinning of Setion V, were incoporated into the circuit modeling of these machines Oneof
these iolved the us of a constant final feed inducne L independent of the initial radius. This
s facilitated ft calculation of yields for may different initia masses M and radii RJ.
vdatdong of the final feed iductn with fi sad I wve presented in Table L The dependence of
the load nducan on pinch length I was always accounted for in the calculations. lb predict the

yields the circuits were combined with a thin shell model for the pinch dynamics and the J-scalmg

law for the K-shell radiatim ouput. For both mahine theco n factor R 1/R. was fixed
at i/i,. Smaercomrmesonsleadtocotrrepndnl male yields, buttbetrends similar. Four
main results emerged frdomthe study of these to standard JUPITR candidate designs:

• P values of MEF which lead to optimal Egr coupling, the voltages both at the long MfLM

in UA-4 and acrous the switch in IES-4 reach a plateau at about 7 MV (Fig.10b and 1 lb).

However, this occurs ,-,35 ns after the initial voltage rise on the former design and -50 ns
on the latter. Conequet, the load current (Iaj,) risetime is longer on IES-4 than LIA-4:
IZ reaches its peak of 71 MA at70 ns for MR f = 10$ mgcmO and I = 4 cm on LIA-4,
while for the same the conditions the peak 1,d is 65 MA at 100 ns on IES-4.

"* The peak value ofE r for pinch lengths I = 2,4, and 6 cm are similar for IES-4 and LIA-4,

namely -15, -21, and ,-25 MJ, respectively. However, the initial load configuration leading
to the peak EB are different (Fig.10d and 1ld). The peak EK occurs at MR1./L ,,,200 mg

cm for LIA-4, and -300 rg cm for IES-4.

"* For both machines the total kinetic energy coupled to the load increases with length, but
shorter pinches produce more kinetic energy per unit length. This feature impacts the optimal
yielding pinch length for different atomic number loads. For low Z material like argon, which
are in the efficient regime with Yij - O.3EK, optimal yields are obtained with long pinches

such as 6 cm. On the other hand, for high Z material such as xenon, short pinch lengths (1 -2
cm) produce higher yields. Kryptn is in between with 2,4, and 6 cm giving about the same
results (Figs.lOg and llg).
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ranging between 4.5 and 7 cm for both machines (Tables U and ll).

* The standard circuits with 4 cm long loads produce about the same peak yields for Ar (-7

MJ), Kr (,-.3 MJ), and Xe (,0.3 MJ) and the initial radii for these yields range from 4.5 to 8.5

cm (Fable II and IU). However, the variation of Yx with R. within each design is different

- the peak Yj for Kr and Xe occurs at a larger radius on IES-4 than on LIA-4 (Fig. if).

Furthermor the Kr and Xe yields on LIA-4 are superior to those on IES-4 if one restricts
the initial radius to <4 cm. Tbis reflects the differences in voltage and load current risetimes
referred to above. One potential advantage of achieving good yields with smaller initial radii

lies in limiting the dismption of a thin plasma shell by Rayleigh-Thylor instabilities during
the nm-in phase. On the other hand, if alternative load designs can mitigate the disruption

without loss in yield performance, then smaller Re are not crucial. More will be discussed on
this topic at the end of the present section.

Several version in both the UIA and lBS standard design were investigated to determine the

yield response to front end changes and to altermtive switch operations. A description of the

specific designs and the subordinate versions is presented in Table IV. Three further conclusions

were drawn from this study of alternative generator operating points:

9 Most of the calculations presnted in this paper were performed with a fixed final feed

inductance L1 [eqn.(15)] which neglects the dependency of L, on R.. A test of this

simplification using extreme values for L! shows that the yields vary slightly (Figs.lOh

and lIh). However, larger changes to the front end inductance might arise if it is found that

the 4-slot, double post-hole convolute design does not adequately maintain insulation of the

vacuum electron flow. If the front end design returns to the 2-slot post-hole convolute, then the

total inductance of the front end approximately doubles. In the case of the LIA the machine

is quite resilient to such changes in the front end (Fig.12a), however the yields for the IES
decrease by about 2/a when the front end inductance is doubled (Fig. 12b). The response of a

design to various front end inductances should be included when judging the versatility of the

adder and inductive store JUPFI'ER designs.

* If the PFL switch on the LA (see Fig.9a) is permently closed, then the voltage stress on

the MrrL is significantly reduced (Fig.13b). The peak EK is reduced for this LIA-6 version

and is shifted to a higher MR2, (Fig.13d). The peak yields are also significantly reduced,

and require larger R, compared to the standard LIA-4 (Fig. 13e and Table V). Since the adder

concept is basically a voltage driver as far as the load is concerned, any power decompression

in the line also reduces energy delivered to the load.
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* In the standard ES-4 version the POS begins to open when the current in the storage inductor
reaches 90 MA. This corresponds to a -.0.7 its conduction time on the switch. In the IES-6

and IES-7 versions the conduction time was increased to - 1.08 ps, when the storage current

peaks at 130 MA. For IES-6, the opening time At.,.. and g/Io, of the switch are the same

as for IES-4. There is an significant enhancement of EK for IES-6 compared to that for IES-4
at the same MRd (Fig.14f). For the Ar, Kr, and Xe yields, IES-6 provides the largest yields
of all the machines studied for any initial radii (Fig. 14g and Table VI.). In particular, the peak
yields at initial radii <4 cm ae larger than those from the standard adder design LA-4. The

long conduction switch clearly gives an advantage to the inductive store design. But it is only

a potential advantage. In order for the POS to open fully and quickly as in IES-6, the switch

must sustain -10 MV (Fig.14b). However, the opening efficiency of a long conduction POS
may degrade due to the higher densities needed for longer conduction times. Suppose that

a long conduction POS leads to a doubling of the opening time and a halving of Zf,.., as

modeled in IES-7. Then the Kr and Xe yields will be inferior to those from IES-4 at middle

radii (Fig.14g) -one must move out to R. - 10 cm to achieve similar peak yields as on IES-4.

Clearly the physical model for ad the operation of the POS must be ascertained to effectively

judge any claimed flexibility of the inductive store designs.

In comparing the various JUPrIER designs for yield performance within this report, scaling

laws were the tool of choice due to the time constraints imposed by the JMOST. Whatever

approximations and assumptions are inhenmt to the J-scaling model, all machines were compared

with the same law and the above conclusions were drawn from-the trends displayed by the results.

These comparisons have been broad in parameter space, but the in-depth analysis of load physics

issues relevant to a JUPITER-class generator have been limited. The present J-scaling model is

subject to many assumptions and extrapolations. For instance, the employed J-scaling law neglects

additional resistive heating during stagnation, neglects the effects of the L- and M-shell atomic
physics on the K-shell dynamics as one scales from aluminum up to xenon, and ignores questions

regarding the early breakdown and stability of large diameter loads. These aspects lead us to focus

on future theoretical research directions which impact JUPITER load designs.

* In an actual implosion the plasma has a spatial distribution in density, temperature, velocity,

etc. Though an average velocity may lead to il - 1, a fraction of the plasma along the

axis may be heated sufficiently to emit K-shell emission, resistive heating of pinched plasma
may also contribute to this emission, and an outer cool region may act to downshift the

radiation spectrum. In the initial papers on scaling [Refs.2 and 3] these, and other, effects

were accounted for by using multi-zone, numerical simulations to model the dynamics and
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radiation production. However, only aluminum implosions were analyzed, and these effects

in higher Z elements will be much more severe. The J-scaling law results suggest particular

regions of parameter space to focus on with more detailed multi-zone simulation work. The

latter should be used to specifically address the larger, longer, and heavier loads of JUPITER.

This will help to clarify the potentially unique pinch stagnation physics at ,60 MA load

current. In conjunction with this approach, the energy coupling between the generator and the

load should address the losses due to transition electrons in the MrILs.

* Predictions of aluminum and argon K-shell yields on JUPiER-class generators are reliable

because, for a .W MA driver, appropriate mass loadings of these materials can be found

such that the pinch emits in the efficient regime. In this case, the yield is directly proportional

to the coupled kinetic energy, and the calculation of the latter quantity is straightforward.

For krypton, the optimal yielding implosions on JUPITER will have -, 1. For xenon, q

will be even smaller. In this low V regime, the K-shell yields depend on complex details of

the implosions, like kinetic energy thermaizaon and temperature equilibration, as well as

the gross L-shell and M-shell radiation losses during the run-in phase. The response of the

dynamics due to thes. losses from high Z material will be significantly different from the

aumminum response, which was used to devlop the scaling law. For the high Z material at

and above krypt iniamtio dymics should be an integral part of rigorous calculations

for the high energ photon yields on JUPITER, independent of the mechanism in which one

plans to produce the energetic photons.

* For both the LIA and the IES machine in their standard version, the optimal yields arise for R,

between 4.5 and 8.5 cm. The latter value is much larger than present day load configurations.

According to Ref.12 the number of Rayleigh-Taylor growth cycles in the linear regime is

proportional to -/A.. This would suggest that larger diameter loads are more prone to

disruption during the run-in phase. A heuristic non-linear treatment of the instability for thin

shells is presented by Hussey, et al. [Ref.5]. But at present it remains unclear to what degree

the Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities would reduce the projected J-scaling law yields, and also

how the radiation pulse shape would be effected. There have been suggestions for novel load

configurations which employ snowplow or rotational [Ref.14] stabilization to mitigate load

disruption. Multi-zone radiation-hydrodynamic I-D (no instability) simulations of uniform

fill implosions driven by a JUPITER prototype generator presented by J. Davis [Ref.6] show

a factor of 2 reduction in the krypton yields compared to the optimal thin shell configuration.

However, 2-D simulations without radiation suggest that a uniform fill can maintain stability

starting with R. as large as ,-5 cm, while shells went unstable if R, > 3 cm. Further
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investigations with 2-D R - Z and R - 0 radiation-hydrodynamic simulations could better

test the stabilization and radiation potential of uniform fills, rotation, or even inverted density

profiles. Continued investment in studies to symmetrize and stabilize large radii implosions

is necessary to ensure the viability of PRS on JUPITER.
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